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It followed that the problem of the loss of his virginity had not assumed in his eyes that aspect of anxiety, almost of tragedy, which it possesses for so many others. He thought about it often enough, but without either impatience or apprehension. The thing would happen of itself, all in good time. It was bound to happen in the next few months. He had only to leave himself to the normal play of circumstances. For that matter, so far as the outside world was concerned, the necessities of conversation and of personal prestige often led him to let it be understood that the event had already happened. If a comrade who -was still a novice demanded details, he had enough imagination to provide them for him.
This virginity of his, which at any rate had not long to survive - with what kind of woman would he lose it ? He was quite hazy on the subject. Apart from the fear of making himself ridiculous, what embarrassed him, in the case of adult women, was that he was so badly informed about the categories into which they fell, their morals, their characteristic reactions, the different ways in which they behaved. He was even vaguer about them than he was about men. He was far from being able to tell their ages exactly. None of the classifications which he applied to them was concerned exclusively with this point of view.
For example, he distinguished between " women," " respectable women/* and ** respectable old women." But in the difference between <c women" and " respectable women " the question of age counted for very little. Any female person of fifty, provided that she was attractive and well dressed, that she had a certain air about her, a certain way of looking at you, a certain perfume, struck him without hesitation as a " woman " ; whereas any concierge of twenty-five in the rue de la Goutte-d'Or who was sweeping out her hflll, unkempt and uncorseted, with her dress all dusty and her eyes obsessed with thoughts of housekeeping or some conjugal wrangle, was instantly promoted to the rank of " respectable woman."
Not that he was entirely taken in by the advantages which

